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Using a new plasma reactor formations,  Materials production from reactors, make water 

from the plasma not atmosphere. This is the BREAK through reactor that can create any 

material ... but must be tied to Peace.   Why choose copper in beginning is because 

muscle tissue in human has copper.  CO2 from air , Copper Oxide from land, Oxygen as 

MagGrav field as a connection line between,  Amino Acids of Man with elements of 

earth.  Health Cups just breath in, the Nano coat like skin of man (aura shows weakness 

or what is needed) determines what is needed by the body, then the cup gives you what 

you need.  (MagGrav Canada).  CO2 kits.  future Nano plates in separate compartment 

without contact  w water.     It doesn't create CO2 on matter level, but the MagGrav field 

of CO2,  describes how Amino Acid formed How life formed on this planet, it's 

MagGrav field reaction NOT chemical (1:26),  get blood forming in kits, when control 

reactor control mind of man, peace and balance,  can force man to forget animal 

behavior, will at same time feed him with what he needs.  Impossible to control man, 

mind control comes through the physicality of man not through emotion.   

Keshe Oasis Unit...    

Developing a system to measure the MagGrav fields of materials,  Magnetic is repulsion 

forces,  Gravitation is attraction forces,  

What a Black hole looks like, (similar to Saturn, 2:12),  gaseous planets go eventually to 

matter,   3 reactors in shape of pyramid the forth structure was the Sphinx.   

The color of the plasma identifies strength of mass of material.   Black Gans would draw 

the whole universe into it.  Black is only Nano here on earth, not Gans.   In China they 

have broadcast the technology over public TV.  (2:48)  A vacuum is created inside the 

reactor, Ping Pong ball reactors, anybody can do.   How pain happens from plasma point 

of view, electrical charges are released when C conversion from diamond structure to 

graphite, with pain pads you put it back as diamond structure, bridging the gap.   Body of 

man is a Gans.  The Pain Pads don't work for the source of Cancer, which comes from the 

operation of two glands, thyroid Parathyroid and Thymus.  

 


